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Dense atom clouds in a holographic atom trap
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We demonstrate the production of high-density cold 87Rb samples (2 3 1014 atoms�cm3) in a simple optical
lattice formed with YAG light that is diffracted from a holographic phase plate. A loading protocol is de-
scribed that results in 10,000 atoms per 10 mm 3 10 mm 3 100 mm unit cell of the lattice site. Rapid free
evaporation leads to a temperature of 50 mK and phase space densities of 1�150 within 50 ms. The resulting
small, high-density atomic clouds are very attractive for a number of experiments, including ultracold Rydberg
atom physics. © 2003 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 020.7010, 020.5780.
Conventional light-force atom traps are limited in
density by radiation trapping to typically 1011 cm23

(Refs. 1 and 2); here we report densities in far-off-
resonance traps3 (FORTs) that exceed this limit by
3 orders of magnitude and are comparable to Bose–
Einstein condensate densities. We show that FORTs
can achieve these densities in tens of milliseconds,
compared with tens of seconds for magnetic traps.
Such rapidly produced high-density sources are of par-
ticular interest for studying novel collision phenomena
that do not require the coherence of Bose–Einstein
condensates and yet can be exploited for quantum
manipulation and entanglement of atoms. These
sources are also attractive for evaporative cooling;
two groups have recently cooled atoms to quantum
degeneracy by use of FORTs.4,5

FORTs use spatially varying light intensities
I �r� to produce a conservative potential U �r� �
22pa�l�I �r��c, where a�l� is the polarizability of the
atom at the FORT laser wavelength l. At a given
temperature T and number of trapped atoms N the
peak density depends not directly on the trap depth
but rather on its curvature: n � N�k�T �3�2, where
k � 2≠r

2U . Therefore, one can obtain much higher
densities at roughly the same trap depth by forming
an interference pattern (optical lattice) to create a
rapid spatial variation in the intensity. In general,
for a f ixed laser power and beam area, forming an
interference pattern (lattice) of cell size L from M
beams increases the trap depth over a single-beam
FORT by a factor O�M� and the spring constant, k,
by a factor O�M�L2�. However, the number of atoms
per lattice site is reduced by O�L3� so that the L

dependence cancels and the density scales as M3�2.
Thus there is considerable freedom in choosing the
geometry of lattice FORTs without sacrificing density.
Our FORT exploits this freedom as described below.

For phenomena occurring at high densities
(.1013 cm23) it is desirable to construct a lattice FORT
with sufficient unit cell volume that many atoms can
be loaded into a given lattice site. This has been
demonstrated by several groups using a variety of
trap geometries: three-dimensional lattice,6 crossed
dipole,4 a single retroref lected beam,5,7 a beam focused
with an array of microlenses,8 and the interference of
light diffracted from a holographic phase plate.9 In
an early experiment Boiron et al.9 used a holographic
phase plate and a YAG laser to construct a large L
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Cs lattice. After applying blue Sisyphus cooling, they
obtained densities of the order of 1013 cm23. In this
Letter we use higher intensities, optimized loading,
and evaporation without the aid of Sisyphus cooling
to attain Rb densities exceeding 1014 cm23 and phase
space densities approaching 1�150 after loading for
only tens of milliseconds. Furthermore, our use of a
multimode f lash-lamp-pumped laser demonstrates the
robust nature of the trap.

In our experiments we use a YAG laser to achieve an
optical lattice, called a holographic atom trap (HAT), by
interfering f ive diffracted beams from a holographic
phase plate (Fig. 1). At the intersection of the five
laser beams an interference pattern

I �r�
I0

� jexp�ikz� 1 2b exp�ikz�1 2 u2�2��

3 �coskxu 1 coskyu�j2 (1)

is produced, and Rb atoms [a�1.06 mm� � 0.105 nm3

(Refs. 3 and 10)] are trapped at the intensity max-
ima. Here k � 2p�l, u � 0.1 rad is the diffraction
angle of the four first-order beams, and b2 � 0.20
is the intensity ratio of a f irst-order beam to the
zeroth-order beam, I0. Along the ẑ light-propagation
direction the interference fringes arise from the Talbot

Fig. 1. Optical train used to produce the HAT and calcu-
lation of the interference pattern formed at the intersection
of the five HAT beams.
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effect.9 The resulting lattice has unit cells (micro-
traps) that are 10 mm 3 10 mm 3 100 mm in size.
With the individual beams focused to 80 mm and a total
power of 8 W, the depth of the central microtrap is
500 mK and the oscillation frequencies are 17, 17, and
0.7 kHz, confirmed by parametric heating of the HAT
atoms.7 Since the lasers are nearly copropagating,
the potential is quite stable against vibrations, and
the YAG laser can have a large bandwidth, in our case
approximately 25 GHz. Intensity noise heating11 was
eliminated with an acousto-optic intensity stabilizer.
The relatively large lattice sites allow many atoms
(�104) to be trapped in each site. The distribution of
atoms in the HAT is proportional to exp�2U �r��T �; a
calculation with T � 50 mK is shown in Fig. 2. As
can be seen from the figure, the ratio U �r��T strongly
favors loading atoms into the center microtraps.

This arrangement has a number of technical
advantages over the crossed dipole trap geometry
pioneered by Barrett et al. for rapid evaporation to
Bose–Einstein condensates.4 It uses 8 W from a YAG
laser and one vacuum port as opposed to 12 W from
a CO2 laser in each of two vacuum ports. Although
our YAG laser is closer to resonance with the trapping
transition it is still sufficiently far off resonance
for Raleigh scattering to be negligible; for the laser
intensities used here, we calculate a scattering rate of
0.36 photons�s. Furthermore, using a YAG laser is
advantageous in that standard materials and optical
coatings work well at 1064 nm.

We use a probe laser propagating along the ŷ
direction to take spatial heterodyne12 phase images
that show the atoms’ isolation within the Talbot
fringes and the microtraps (top of Fig. 3). Analysis
gives �4 3 105 atoms per Talbot fringe, with 10% of
the atoms in the central microtrap. Time-of-f light
measurements indicate a temperature of 50 mK.
This information and the Boltzmann distribution
function given above imply peak densities exceeding
2 3 1014 cm23 and phase space densities of 1�150. We
observe Bragg diffraction of the probe beam from the
atoms in the microtraps that appears above and below
the atoms when the imaging lens is slightly defocused
(bottom of Fig. 3). An interesting observation from
Figs. 1 and 2 is that there should be a relative shift of
the microtraps in successive Talbot fringes (Fig. 4).

The HAT’s success relies on an efficient loading
protocol. We begin with a vapor-cell-forced dark
spot magneto-optical trap3 (MOT) with 50% of the
107 atoms in each of the hyperfine ground states
(5S1/2F � 1, 2) of 87Rb. The dark spot is achieved by
imaging of an opaque object in the hyperfine repump-
ing beam (F � 1 ! 5P3/2F 0 � 2). The trapping light
(F � 2 ! F 0 � 3) is tuned three linewidths G below
resonance and has an intensity of 72 mW�cm2. We
add a circularly polarized depumping laser tuned to
the high-frequency side of the F � 2 ! F 0 � 2 reso-
nance and a bias magnetic field to spin polarize the
atoms in the F � 1 ground state. To load the HAT
from the MOT, we decrease the trapping light intensity
by a factor of 3, then compress the MOT by increasing
the gradient magnetic field.14,15 These steps double
the density of dark-state atoms to 4.7 3 1011 cm23.
After 20 ms we turn on the HAT laser. AC Stark
shifts tune the repumping and trapping beams away
from resonance and the depumping beam toward reso-
nance, causing the atoms in the HAT to be extremely
dark (estimated �0.1% in F � 2).16 During the HAT
loading phase we shift the trapping laser detuning
to 29G. Time-of-f light measurements of the MOT
temperature agree with the predictions of Gerz et al.17

throughout the loading process; in particular, we
measure 15 mK in the final high-detuning stage. The
number of trapped atoms increases until it reaches
steady state in �50 ms, then the MOT lasers are
extinguished. The MOT to HAT transfer efficiency
is as high as 15%.

We show in Fig. 5 the temperature and number of
atoms versus time after the loading ceases. The tem-
perature rapidly decreases to �50 mK, approximately
1�10 of the trap depth, as expected for free evaporation
of atoms from the HAT.18 The evaporation is rapid

Fig. 2. Calculated density distribution of atoms in the
HAT, assuming a Boltzmann distribution with a tempera-
ture equal to 1�10 the maximum trap depth. Distances
are in micrometers; densities, in arbitrary units.

Fig. 3. Top, image showing microtraps. Bottom, first-
order Bragg diffraction can be separated from the Talbot
fringes by defocusing the imaging lens.
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Fig. 4. Spatial prof iles of two neighboring Talbot images.
The microtrap structure is shifted between the two, as ex-
pected. The microtraps are not fully resolved by the imag-
ing system.

Fig. 5. Evaporative cooling of the atoms occurs after the
cooling lasers are switched off. The number of atoms
in a single Talbot fringe (triangles) and the temperature
(squares) rapidly decrease until the temperature reaches
roughly 1�10 the trap depth.

because of the very high densities; we estimate the
elastic collision rate to exceed 104�s. Such high col-
lision rates make evaporative cooling very promising
for the HAT, and such experiments are underway in
our laboratory. Trap lifetime studies show that after
the evaporation ceases the temperature stays f ixed but
the atoms are slowly ejected from the trap19 by back-
ground gas collisions with a time constant of �500 ms,
four times shorter than the MOT lifetime.

These high-density samples are of interest for a va-
riety of experiments. In addition to obvious examples
such as evaporative cooling and cold collisions, many
groups are interested in ultracold Rydberg atoms. Ex-
citation of Rydberg states with a principal quantum
number of �100 in our HAT will give rise to strong,
long-range dipole–dipole interactions. Because atoms
in our microtraps are localized within a 15-mm region,
these interaction energies are .1 MHz for atoms on
opposite sides of a microtrap. Consequently, excita-
tion by a narrowband laser of more than one Rydberg
atom at a time per microtrap should be greatly sup-
pressed. This “dipole blockade” is of great interest for
applications in quantum information processing20 and
single-atom and photon sources.21 Similarly, the den-
sities are high enough to expect efficient excitation of
novel long-range Rydberg molecules such as those re-
cently proposed.22,23 In addition, it will be interesting
to see how the very much higher densities achieved in
the HAT than with MOTs affect the production of cold
plasmas.24
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